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 . ` 2 .In this paper we prove that generically for Q s Q t, x g C T there exists a
 .dense set V s V Q of irrational numbers in R such that the pendulum-type
 .  .equation x s Q t, x possesses an invariant cantorus with rotation number 1, vÈ x
for every v g V. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study the pendulum-type equations
x s Q t , x , 1.1 .  .È x
 . ` 2 .where Q s Q t, x g C T . Clearly these equations can be written in
Hamiltonian form
x s yÇ
1.2 . y s Q t , x .Ç x
with Hamiltonian
1
2H t , x , y s y y Q t , x . 1.3 .  .  .
2
As is well known such a system is one of the most important models in
Hamiltonian systems for its non-trivial dynamical behavior despite its
simple form. Actually the pendulum-type equation is a typical model in the
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recent Aubry]Mather theory for planar periodic Hamiltonian systems due
w x w xto J. Moser 16 and J. Denzler 5 . Here we are concerned with the
so-called break-down of stability by using the Aubry]Mather theory
 w x.cf. 17 .
w xIn applying KAM theory to the pendulum-type equations, M. Levi 9 ,
w x w xJ. Moser 18 , and J. You 21 lately gave an affirmative answer to the
w x  .problem of stability proposed by Moser 15 , that is, every solution x t of
 . 1  <  . < < 4Eq. 1.1 is bounded in the phase space S = R, i.e., sup x t t g R - `.Ç
 .Here the whole point is that for any given potential Q s Q t, x and some
irrational number v, which satisfies a Diophantine condition and is
 .sufficiently large, the system 1.2 possesses an invariant torus with rota-
 .tion number 1, v . From the point of view of the Aubry]Mather theory,
such an invariant torus consists of minimal orbitals which are dense on the
torus. On the other hand, there may exist some broken invariant tori; that
is, they consist of minimal orbits which are not dense on the torus but
define a Cantor set on the torus. Such a broken invariant torus is therefore
w xcalled an invariant cantorus. In 17 , Moser showed that for any given
 . ` 2 .A ) 0, there exists some potential Q s Q t, x g C T such that for
< <  .v g R _ Q with v - A the invariant torus with rotation number 1, v
w x w xbreaks into invariant cantorus. See Moser 19 and Bangert 3 for more
discussions. However, by the above mentioned works of Levi, Moser, and
 . ` 2 .You, it is clear that there does not exist a potential Q s Q t, x g C T
such that for any v g R _ Q the invariant torus with rotation number
 .1, v breaks into invariant cantorus.
In this work, we are concerned with the generic existence of invariant
cantori. Precisely we shall prove the following
` 2 .THEOREM 1.1. There is a residual set G ; C T such that for any
 .  .Q s Q t, x g G, there exists a dense set V s V Q of irrational numbers in
 .R such that the corresponding system 1.2 possesses an in¨ariant cantorus
 .with rotation number 1, v for e¨ery v g V.
In other words, generally speaking there are quantities of invariant tori
which break into invariant cantori and therefore invariant tori coexist with
invariant cantori in the pendulum-type equations.
The proof is in the frame of the Aubry]Mather theory. In brief, the
investigation of broken invariant tori is closely related to the so-called
Peierls's barrier in the Aubry]Mather theory. For any integers p and q
 . ` 2 .with p, q s 1 and q ) 0, we will let G ; C T denote the set ofpr q
 .potentials Q s Q t, x such that the corresponding Peierls's barrier satis-
fies P k 0 as well as P k 0. Our main consideration is to verifypr qq pr qy
` 2 .that G is an open dense set in C T . Then the above theorem comespr q
as a natural consequence by setting G s F G .p, q pr q
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The plan of this article is the following. First, in Section 2, we recall
some basic facts of the Aubry]Mather theory that we adapt to the
pendulum-type equations. Then, in Section 3, we show the openness of
G . Finally, in Section 4, we verify the density of G . All these factspr q pr q
then guarantee the validity of our theorem.
2. PRELIMINARY
In this section, for the sake of definiteness and completeness, we recall
some facts of the Aubry]Mather theory that we adapt to the pendulum-type
w xequations. We refer to 2, 5, 10, 14, 16 for more discussions on the
Aubry]Mather theory.
 .  .First, we notice that the equivalent Hamiltonian system 1.2 of Eq. 1.1
is a typical model in the generalized version of the Aubry]Mather theory
for planar periodic Hamiltonian systems due to J. Moser and J. Denzler
w x  .16, 5 . Here, the corresponding Lagrangian associated to system 1.2 is
1
2L s L t , x , x s x q Q t , x ; 2.1 .  .  .Ç Ç
2
and the action is defined as
t1l s l x s L t , x t , x t dt 2.2 .  .  .  . .ÇH
t0
1w x  . 1w xfor any x g H t , t . Then x t g H t , t is called minimal with re-0 1 0 1
w x  .  .  .spect to fixed boundary conditions on t , t iff l x F l x9 for all x9 t g0 1
1w x  .  .  .  .H t , t with boundary values x9 t s x t and x9 t s x t . Accord-0 1 0 0 1 1
 . 1  .ingly, x t g H R is called minimal iff it is minimal on every interval. Inl oc
 . 1  .addition, x t g H R is called minimal with respect to periodic bound-l oc
 .  .  .  .  . 1w xary condition x t q q s x t q p iff l x F l x9 for all x9 t g H 0, q
 .  .satisfying x9 q s x9 0 q p. Then the fundamental properties of minimals
may be summarized as:
 w x.  .PROPOSITION 2.1 cf. 16, Sect. 7; 5, Sect. 2 . 1 Gi¨ en any fixed or
 .periodic boundary condition, the ¨ariational problem 2.2 has a minimal in
1 2  .H ; moreo¨er, this minimal is automatically C and satisfies Eq. 1.1 .
 .  .  .  .  .2 x t is minimal with x t q q s x t q p if and only if x t is
 .  .minimal with respect to the periodic boundary condition x t q q s x t q p.
 .  .3 E¨ery minimal x t has a rotation number
x t .
a s a x s lim . 2.3 .  .
t< <t ª`
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 .On the other hand, for e¨ery a g R, there exists a minimal x t with rotation
number a ; and moreo¨er, it satisfies the estimates
25 5x t y x 0 y a t F 2 q Q 2.4 .  .  .C
and
25 5x t y a F 1 q Q . 2.5 .  .Ç C
  .  ..  .Henceforth, an orbit x t , y t of system 1.2 is called a minimal orbit
 .iff x t is minimal. For every a g R, let M denote the set of all minimala
  .  ..  .orbits x t , y t with rotation number a . Notice that the estimates 2.4
 .and 2.5 are independent of a for the specific form of the Lagrangian
 .  w x.2.1 cf. 16, Theorem 7.2; 5, Theorem 2.7 . In fact, for any minimal orbit
  .  ..  w x. <  .  .x t , y t in M , it is clear cf. 5, Theorem 2.7 that x t q j y x t ya
<a j F 1 for any t g R and j g Z. This implies
stq1
x t y a s x t q 1 y x t y x t dt ds y a .  .  .  .Ç ÈH H
t t
5 5 2F 1 q Q C
for any t g R; and consequently
x t y x 0 y a t s x t y x j y a t y j q x j y x 0 y a j .  .  .  .  .  .  . .
t
F x s y a ds q 1 .ÇH
j
5 5 2F 2 q Q C
 xfor any t g j, j q 1 , j g Z.
On the other hand, it is not difficult to see that the time-one map
1  .f s F associated to system 1.2 is not a monotone twist map in general0
but finite compositions of monotone twist maps, and thus, the extended
w xversion of monotone twist maps due to Mather 11, Sect. 5; 13, Sect. 2 is
available. It is not surprising that the minimal orbits described by the
 w x.above two different approaches coincide see 8, Sect. 2 . Therefore, we
may consider the break of rotational invariant curves for the time-one map
f instead of the break of invariant tori. For investigation of the break of
invariant curves, the most important concept in the Aubry]Mather theory
w xis Peierls's barrier. We refer to 11, Sect. 6; 12, Sect. 2; 14, Sect. 18 for the
definition and discussions. For our purpose, the following property of the
1-periodic positive Peierls's barrier is crucial:
 w x.  .PROPOSITION 2.2 cf. 14, Lemma 18.1 and Theorem 18.2 . 1 There
exists a rotational in¨ariant cur¨ e with rotation number v g R _ Q if and only
 .if P j ' 0.v
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 .2 There exists a positi¨ e real number C such that for v g R _ Q and
prq g Q
< <qP j y P j F Cu qv y p in the case v ) prq, .  .v pr q
and
< <yP j y P j F Cu qv y p in the case v - prq. .  .v pr q
Here, u ) 0 is some constant which depends on f.
Finally, we recall some properties of the set M with a s prq g Q,a
which we will need later anyhow. For notational convention, here and
below, we denote the section set of M with the same symbols like thea
original one. Moreover, we will call a nonempty closed subset E of R2 a
monotone invariant set iff E satisfies the following conditions:
 .  .i E is invariant for the time-one map f , i.e., f E s E;
 .  .  .ii E is invariant for the translation T: x, y ª x q 1, y , i.e.,
 .T E s E;
 . <iii The projection on the first factor p : E ª R is injective. ThusE1
 .E can be viewed as the graph of a 1-periodic function w: p E ª R;1
 .iv The ordering of the points of E with respect to the projection
t  .  .p is preserved under the map F , that is, if x, y , x9, y9 g E with1 0
 t  ..  t  ..x - x9, then p F x, y - p F x9, y9 for all t g R.1 0 1 0
Let M p er , Mq , and My denote the subsets of M definedpr q pr q pr q pr q
respectively as
M p er s x , y g M ¬ p f q x , y s x q p , .  . . 4pr q pr q 1
Mq s x , y g M ¬ p f q x , y ) x q p , .  . . 4pr q pr q 1
My s x , y g M ¬ p f q x , y - x q p . .  . . 4pr q pr q 1
Then M p er is always nonempty; Mq and My are nonempty if and onlypr q pr q pr q
if M p er / M . Moreover, all the sets M p er , M p er j Mq , and M p er jpr q pr q pr q pr q pr q pr q
My are monotone invariant sets. In addition, when M p er consists of onlypr q pr q
one orbit up to its translates, all the orbits in Mq and My arepr q pr q
p er whomoclinic orbits to the orbits in M . For more details, we refer to 5,pr q
x w xSect. 2; 2, Sect. 5 . Furthermore, by 13, Proposition 2.8 any rotational
invariant curve with rotation number prq is given by a monotone invariant
set contained in M . As a consequence, it is clear thatpr q
PROPOSITION 2.3. For any rational number prq g Q,
 .1 there exists a rotational in¨ariant cur¨ e G with rotation number prq
 q ..  .  .qsatisfying p f x, y G x q p for any x, y g G if and only if P j '1 pr q
0;
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 .2 there exists a rotational in¨ariant cur¨ e G with rotation number prq
 q ..  .  .ysatisfying p f x, y G x q p for any x, y g G if and only if P j '1 pr q
0.
3. OPENNESS OF Gpr q
In this section, we focus on the openness of the set G . For the firstpr q
step, we will prove a uniform Lipschitz estimate on any monotone invari-
 .ant set of the time-one map f associated to the system 1.2 .
More precisely, we prove that
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that E is a monotone in¨ariant set of the time-one
 .map f associated to system 1.2 . Then the function w, of which E can be
¨iewed as the graph, is always a Lipschitz continuous function with uniform
Lipschitz constant
y1
1 ys 5 Q 5 2CLip Q s e ds . . H /0
 .Proof. Suppose that x, x9 g p E with x - x9. Then there are some1
 .  .certain y and y9 g R such that x, y , x9, y9 g E, since E is a monotone
  .  .. t .   .  .. t .invariant set. Let x t , y t s F x, y and x9 t , y9 t s F x9, y9 . Let
 .  .  .  .u t s x9 t y x t . Again for E is a monotone invariant set, u t ) 0 for
all t g R. We need to show that
u 0 y9 y y w x9 y w x .  .  .Ç
s s
u 0 x9 y x x9 y x .
is uniformly bounded.
First we consider the case y G y9. Since
u t F Q t , x t y Q t , x t .  .  . .  .È x 2 x 1
5 5 2F Q u t , .C
one obtains
t
u t s u 0 q u s ds .  .  .Ç Ç ÈH
0
t
25 5F u 0 q Q u s ds. .  .Ç C H
0
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This implies
t
u t s u 0 q u s ds .  .  .ÇH
0
t
25 5F u 0 q u 0 t q Q t y s u s ds. .  .  .  .Ç C H
0
w xFor t g 0, 1 , this gives
t
25 50 - u t F u 0 q u 0 t q Q u s ds, .  .  .  .Ç C H
0
and by Gronwall's inequality
t  tys.5 Q 5 2C25 50 - u t F u 0 q u 0 t q Q u 0 q u 0 s e ds. .  .  .  .  . .Ç ÇC H
0
For t s 1, this gives
u 1 u 0 .  .Ç 1 1ys.5 Q 5 5 Q 52 2C C25 50 - F 1 q Q se ds q e .C H /u 0 u 0 .  . 0
Consequently, it is easy to see that
1 u 0 .Ç
y F F 0.1 ys 5 Q 5 2C u 0H e ds  .0
For the case y F y9, it can be treated similarly as above by considering
the time t goes from 0 to y1 instead of from 0 to 1. Then it can be shown
that
y9 y y 1
0 F F .1 ys 5 Q 5 2Cx9 y x H e ds0
The proof is complete.
At this stage, we may prove
` 2 . ` 2 .LEMMA 3.2. The set G ; C T is an open set in C T .pr q
2 2 2 .  .Proof. Let G ; C T denote the set of potentials Q s Q t, x gpr q
2 2 . qC T such that the corresponding Peierls's barrier satisfies P k 0 aspr q
2 ` 2 .well as P k 0. Then it is clear that G s G l C T . To provepr q pr q pr q
2 2 2 .our claim, it is enough to show that G is an open set in C T . In thepr q
2 2 2 . 2following, we will verify this by showing that B s C T _ G is apr q pr q
2 2 .closed set in C T .
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 . 2 2 .  . 2Suppose that Q s Q t, x g C T and Q s Q t, x g B , n g N,0 0 n n pr q
5 5 2such that lim Q y Q s 0. Without loss of generality, we mayCnª` n 0
5 5 2assume that Q y Q - 1rn for all n g N. We need to show that inCn 0
this case Q g B2 . In fact, from the assumption Q g B2 it follows0 pr q n pr q
that for every n either P Qn q' 0 or P Qn y' 0. By passing to a subsequencepr q pr q
if necessary, we assume that P Qn q' 0 for every n g N; the other casepr q
P Qn y' 0 for every n g N can be treated similarly. By Proposition 2.3 it ispr q
clear that for every n g N, f possesses a rotational invariant curve Gn n
 q ..  .with rotation number prq satisfying p f x, y G x q p for any x, y g1 n
G . Notice that invariant curves are monotone invariant sets contained inn
 w x.the set of minimals cf. 13, Proposition 2.8 . Therefore, from Proposition
< <2.1 it follows that all the curves G are in the bounded domain y y prqn
5 5 2F 2 q Q . Moreover, from Lemma 3.1 it follows that all the curves G ,C0 n
in lift, are graphs of Lipschitz-continuous functions with a uniform Lips-
chitz constant
y1 25 51 q Q1 C0ys1q5 Q 5 .20 Ce ds s .H y1y5 Q 5 2 / 0 C1 y e0
 4Now the Ascoli]Arzela theorem implies that G has a subsequenceÂ n
converging uniformly to some curve G . By continuity, it is not difficult to0
see that G is a rotational invariant curve of f with rotation number prq0 0
 q ..  .satisfying p f x, y G x q p for any x, y g G . Again by Proposition1 0 0
 . 22.3 this implies that Q s Q t, x g B .0 0 pr q
The claim is therefore proved.
4. DENSITY OF Gpr q
In this section, we focus on the density of the set G , that is, we needpr q
 . ` 2 .to show that for any given Q s Q t, x g C T and any neighborhood0 0
 . `  .  .N Q of Q in the C topology, there exists some Q s Q t, x g N Q0 0 0
 .such that Q g G . In the following, we suppose that Q s Q t, x gpr q 0 0
` 2 .C T is some given potential. Furthermore, we take the assumption that
 .p and q are given integers with p, q s 1 and q ) 0. Additionally, for
notational convention, we will use the expression M p er for the set of
minimal prq-periodic orbits instead of M p er .pr q
To begin with, we notice that
LEMMA 4.1. For any gi¨ en r ) 0, there exists a sufficiently small 0 - e s
 .e r < 1 such that
P p er ; U M p er .Q r Q0
 . ` 2 . 5 5 2for any Q s Q t, x g C T with Q y Q - e . Here, U denotes theC0 r
r-neighborhood.
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 .Proof. We argue by contradiction. Assume that there are Q s Q t, xn n
` 2 . 5 5 2g C T with Q y Q - 1rn for n g N such that there are minimalCn 0
  .  ..  .prq-periodic orbits x t , y t of the corresponding system 1.2 withn n
 .potential Q s Q t, x satisfyingn n
x t , y t f U M p er . .  . .  .n n r Q0
 . w xWithout loss of generality, we may assume that x 0 g 0, 1 by then
  .  ..periodicity of x t , y t . Consequently, by Proposition 2.1,n n
25 5x t y prq ? t F 3 q Q . . Cn 0
Moreover, it is clear that
25 5y t y prq F 2 q Q . . Cn 0
  .  ..4Therefore, the Ascoli]Arzela theorem now implies that x t , y t hasÁ n n
  .  ..  .a subsequence converging uniformly to some x t , y t with x t q q0 0 0
 .s x t q p. For notational convention, we denote the converging subse-0
quence with the same symbols like the original one. Then it is easy to see
  .  ..  .that x t , y t is a prq-periodic orbit of 1.2 with potential Q s0 0 0
 .Q t, x , and moreover0
x t , y t f M p er . .  . .0 0 Q0
  .  .. p erFrom Proposition 2.1 it follows that for any x* t , y* t g M we mustQ0
have
q q1 1
2 2y* t q Q t , x* t dt - y t q Q t , x t dt. .  .  .  . .  .H H0 0 0 0 /  /2 20 0
On the other hand, it is not difficult to verify that
q q1 1
2 2lim y* t q Q t , x* t dt s y* t q Q t , x* t dt .  .  .  . .  .H Hn 0 /  /2 2nª` 0 0
and
q q1 1
2 2lim y t q Q t , x t dt s y t q Q t , x t dt . .  .  .  . .  .H Hn n n 0 0 0 /  /2 2nª` 0 0
This gives
q q1 1
2 2y* t q Q t , x* t dt - y t q Q t , x t dt .  .  .  . .  .H Hn n n n /  /2 20 0
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for sufficiently large n. Consequently, it follows that
x t , y t f M p er .  . .n n Qn
for sufficiently large n. This gives a contradiction.
The proof is complete.
 . `LEMMA 4.2. For any neighborhood N Q of Q in the C topology,0 0
 .  .there exists some Q s Q t, x g N Q such that there is only one minimal0
 .prq-periodic orbit of the corresponding system 1.2 up to translates.
Proof. It is enough to show that for any r G 2 and e ) 0, there exists
 . ` 2 . 5 5 rsome Q s Q t, x g C T with Q y Q - e such that the corre-C0
 .sponding system 1.2 has the required property.
  .  .. p erFirst, we fix some x t , y t g M . Let0 0 Q0
X s t , x t q i q j g R2 ¬ t g R, i s 0, 1, . . . , q y 1, j g Z . . 4 .0
 .That is, X consists of x t and it translates.0
Now we define U : R2 ª R as
2
U t , x s min x y x t q i y j . .  . 50
i , jgZ
Clearly, U is continuous and of period 1 in both t and x variables.
Moreover, in a small neighborhood of X, U is of class C`. In addition,
 .  .  .U t, x s 0 for t, x g X and otherwise U t, x ) 0. Then, by approxima-
 w x. ` 2 .tion cf. 7, Chap. 2 it is evident that there is some U g C T which0
 .equals U in a small neighborhood of X and satisfies U t, x ) 0 for all0
 . 2t, x g R _ X. Let
y1
r5 5l r , e s e U q 1 .  .C0
and
Q t , x s Q t , x q l r , e ? U t , x . .  .  .  .0 0
5 5 rIt is clear that Q y Q - e .C0
  .  ..  .We claim that x t , y t remains a prq-periodic orbit of system 1.20 0
 .   ..with potential Q s Q t, x . In fact, it is evident that Q t, x t sx 0
  ..   ..Q t, x t for U t, x t ' 0.0 0 0 0x
 . 1w x  .  .Furthermore, for any x t g H 0, q with x q s x 0 q p, we have
q q1 1
2 2x t q Q t , x t dt G x t q Q t , x t dt .  .  .  . .  .Ç ÇH H 0 /  /2 20 0
q 1
2G x t q Q t , x t dt .  . .ÇH 0 0 0 /20
q 1
2s x t q Q t , x t dt. .  . .ÇH 0 0 /20
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 .  .Therefore, if x t is not a translate of x t , then0
q q1 1
2 2x t q Q t , x t dt ) x t q Q t , x t dt. .  .  .  . .  .Ç ÇH H 0 0 /  /2 20 0
  .  ..This implies that x t , y t is the unique minimal prq-periodic orbit up0 0
 .  .to its translates of system 1.2 with potential Q s Q t, x .
The proof is complete.
  .  ..LEMMA 4.3. Suppose that x t , y t is a minimal prq-periodic orbit of0 0
 .1.2 . Then its Floquet multipliers r and r must be either r s r s 1 or1 2 1 2
0 - r - 1 - r s ry1.1 2 1
 .Proof. Consider the first variation of 1.2 with respect to the solution
  .  ..x t , y t0 0
uÇ us A t .  / / ¨Ç¨
with
0 1
A t s . . Q t , x t 0 . . /0 0x x
 .Let W t denote the fundamental matrix solution, i.e.,
1 0ÇW t s A t W t , W 0 s . .  .  .  .  /0 1
 .Then r and r are eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix W q . Since1 2
 .W q is a symplectic matrix, it is clear that r ? r s 1. Furthermore, it was1 2
w xpointed out in 16, p. 479 that r and r must be real.1 2
Let t s r q r . Then it follows from r ? r s 1 and r , r g R that1 2 1 2 1 2
r F y2 or r G 2. However, we claim that the case t F y2 is impossible.
Suppose the contrary. That is, we have t F y2. Now we consider the
perturbed system
x s yÇ y s Q t , x q lU t , x , .  .Ç 0 0x x
 .where U s U t, x is constructed as in Lemma 4.2 and l g R is a0 0
parameter. From the construction of U it is clear that for all l g R,0
  .  ..x t , y t remains a prq-periodic orbit of the corresponding system.0 0
 .  .Let r l and r l denote the corresponding Floquet multipliers of1 2
  .  ..x t , y t . It can be seen that the first variation of the corresponding0 0
  .  ..system with respect to x t , y t is0 0
uÇ us A t q lB t .  . .  / / ¨Ç¨
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with
0 1 0 0A t s , B t s . .  .  /Q t , x t 0 . . / 2 00 0x x
u t ; l u t ; l .  .1 2 .  .Let W t; l s denote the corresponding fundamental ma-¨ t ; l ¨ t ; l .  .1 2
 .  .trix solution. Then r l and r l are eigenvalues of the monodromy1 2
 .matrix W q; l , and moreover
t l s r l q r l s trace W q ; l s u q ; l q ¨ q ; l . .  .  .  .  .  .1 2 1 2
 w x.From the dependence of solutions on parameters cf. 4, Chap. 1 , it is
evident that the function t : R ª R is analytic.
1
2 . 5 5  .We claim that t l ) 2 for l ) Q . In fact, we notice that u t; lC0 12
 .and ¨ t; l satisfy1
u t ; l s ¨ t ; l .  .Ç1 1 ¨ t ; l s Q t , x t q 2l u t ; l .  .  . .Ç  .1 0 0 1x x
1
2 .  . 5 5with u 0; l s 1 and ¨ 0; l s 0. Since l ) Q , we haveC1 1 02
Q t , x t q 2l ) 0 . .0 0x x
 .  .for all t g R. Then it is easy to see that u t; l ) 0 and ¨ t; l ) 0 for all1 1
 .  .t ) 0. Especially, we have u q; l ) 0 and ¨ q; l ) 0. Similarly, it can1 1
 .  .be verified that u q; l ) 0 and ¨ q; l ) 0. Hence, we have2 2
t l s u q ; l q ¨ q ; l ) 0, .  .  .1 2
and
1r21 1 2
r l s t l y u q ; l ¨ q ; l q u q ; l y ¨ q ; l , .  .  .  .  .  . .1 2 1 1 22 4
1r21 1 2
r l s t l q u q ; l ¨ q ; l q u q ; l y ¨ q ; l . .  .  .  .  .  . .2 2 1 1 22 4
 .  .  .  .Clearly, 0 - r l - 1 - r l since r l r l s 1. This guarantees1 2 1 2
t l s r l q r l ) 2. .  .  .1 2
 .  .  .Consequently, there exists some l* g 0, ` such that t l* s 0 for t 0
F y2. On the other hand, following the discussion in Lemma 4.2, it can
  .  ..be safely said that up to its translates, x t , y t is the unique minimal0 0
 .prq-periodic orbit of the corresponding system for all l g 0, ` . This
<  . <  .implies t l G 2 for all l g 0, ` . Therefore this gives a contradiction.
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In this case, we may therefore conclude that r q r G 2 as well as1 2
r ? r s 1. This implies that r s r s 1 or 0 - r - 1 - r s ry1.1 2 1 2 1 2 1
The proof is complete.
Here we remark that for the monotone twist map, the above property of
w xminimal periodic orbits is well known. See 10, Sect. 1.8 for more discus-
sions.
 .Clearly, for potential Q t, x ' 0, the corresponding Floquet multipli-0
ers of any minimal prq-periodic orbit must be p s p s 1. However, in1 2
the next lemma, we will show that the case 0 - r - 1 - r s ry1 is1 2 1
generic.
 .LEMMA 4.4. For any integers p and q with p, q s 1 and q ) 0, let
` 2 .  .F ; C T denote the set of potentials Q s Q t, x such that there is onlypr q
one minimal prq-periodic orbit up to translates of the corresponding system
 .1.2 and moreo¨er such an orbit is hyperbolic. Then F is an open dense setpr q
` 2 .in C T .
Proof. From Proposition 2.1 and the persistence of the hyperbolic
 w x.periodic orbit under small perturbations cf. 4, Chap. 14 it is clear that
the set F is open. Hence, we are left to show the density of the setpr q
F . Equivalently, it is enough to show that for any given potentialpr q
 . ` 2 .Q s Q t, x g C T , and any chosen r G 2 and e ) 0, there exists0 0
 . ` 2 . 5 5 rsome potential Q s Q t, x g C T with Q y Q - e such thatC0
 .Q t, x belongs to the set F .pr q
  .  ..First, we choose a minimal prq-periodic orbit x t , y t of the0 0
 .  .corresponding system 1.2 with potential Q s Q t, x . Then we consider0 0
the perturbed system as in Lemma 4.3.
x s yÇ y s Q t , x q lU t , x .  .Ç 0 0x x
  .  ..with parameter l g R. As we have already observed before, x t , y t0 0
  .  ..remains a prq-periodic orbit for all l g R and moreover x t , y t is0 0
the unique minimal prq-periodic orbit up to its translates for l ) 0.
 .  .Recall that r l and r l are the corresponding Floquet multipliers of1 2
  .  ..  .  .  .x t , y t ; and t l s r l q r l is analytic on l. In the proof of0 0 1 2
 .  .Lemma 4.3, we have shown that t l G 2 for l G 0 and t l ) 2 for
1
25 5l ) Q . Therefore it can be safely said that for any d ) 0 there isC02
 .  .  .some l* g 0, d such that t l* ) 2. This means that 0 - r l* - 1 -1
 .   .  ..r l* , or equivalently, x t , y t is hyperbolic in this case. Therefore,2 0 0
5 5 r .y1for any given r G 2 and e ) 0, let d s e ? U q 1 . Then there isC0
 .  .  .  .some l* g 0, d such that Q s Q t, x s Q t, x q l*U t, x belongs to0 0
5 5 rthe set F as well as Q y Q - e .Cpr q 0
The proof is complete.
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With the aid of these lemmas, we are now in the position to prove
` 2 . ` 2 .LEMMA 4.5. The set G ; C T is a dense set in C T .pr q
 . ` 2 .Proof. It is enough to show that for any given Q s Q t, x g C T0 0
 . ` 2 . 5 5 rand r G 2, e ) 0, there is some Q s Q t, x g C T with Q y Q -C0
e such that Q g G .pr q
 .First, from Lemma 4.4 it follows that there is some Q s Q t, x g F1 1 pr q
5 5 r   .  ..such that Q y Q - er2. Let x t , y t be the unique minimalC1 0 0 0
prq-periodic orbit up to its translates. At this stage, the minimal orbits in
q y   .  ..M and M are all homoclinic orbits to x t , y t as viewed on thepr q pr q 0 0
phase space S1 = R. Nevertheless, all these homoclinic orbits may be
degenerate, that is, nontransversal. However, thanks to Chr. Genecand's
w xwork 6, Sects. 5 and 7 , it is more or less clear that there is some
 . ` 2 . 5 5 r   .  ..Q s Q t, x g C T with Q y Q - er2 such that x t , y tC2 2 2 1 0 0
remains the unique minimal prq-periodic orbit up to translates and there
is at least one orbit which is a nondegenerate homoclinic orbit in both sets
q y w xM and M . In fact, in 6, Sect. 5 , Genecand obtained a sort ofpr q pr q
discrete Melnikov formula for the first variation of a degenerate homo-
clinic orbit for symplectic diffeomorphisms. It was shown there how to
secure a nondegenerate homoclinic orbit from a degenerate homoclinic
orbit by perturbations. As one of applications, the potential case was
w xconsidered in 6, Sect. 7 . Here we do not go into the details of the
formulae but rather refer to their origin. In our case, we may proceed in
 q . q .. qthe following way. To begin with, we suppose that x t , y t g Mpr q
 . q .  .with x t - x t - x t q 1 is some degenerate homoclinic orbit to0 0
  .  ..  .x t , y t . Then there exists some sufficiently small t g 0, 1 such that0 0 0
q q qr s inf x t y x t q i y j , x t y x t q q q p ,  .  .  .  .0
w xtg 0, t0
i , jgZ
q qx t y x t y q y p ) 0.4 .  .
Now we consider the perturbed system
x s yÇ y s Q t , x q lU t , x .  .Ç 1 1x x
 . ` 2 .with U s U t, x g C T which on the domain1 1
t , x g R2 ¬ x t F x F x t q 1, 0 F t F 1 .  .  . 40 0
 .  .satisfies the following property: U t, x G 0, and moreover U t, x ) 0 if1 1
 .and only if t, x belongs to the domain
r r
q qt , x ¬ y - x y x t - 0 and 0 - x y x t - , t g 0, t . .  .  .  .0 52 2
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  .  ..It is clear that x t , y t remains the unique minimal prq-periodic0 0
 q . q .. qorbit up to translates as well as x t , y t remains an orbit in M forpr q
w xall l G 0. Due to the discussions in 6, Sect. 7.2 it is evident that there is
 . ` 2 .  q . q ..some appropriately chosen U t, x in C T such that x t , y t is a1
  .  ..nondegenerate homoclinic orbit to x t , y t for sufficiently small 0 -0 0
l < 1.
 y . y .. yThen we may take some x t , y t g M and treat it similarly. Bypr q
choosing an appropriate sufficiently small perturbation with small compact
 y . y .. ysupport, the orbit x t , y t remaining an orbit in M becomes apr q
  .  ..   .  ..nondegenerate homoclinic orbit to x t , y t as well as x t , y t0 0 0 0
remains the unique minimal prq-periodic orbit up to translates and
 q . q .. qx t , y t g M remains a nondegenerate homoclinic orbit topr q
  .  ..x t , y t .0 0
Consequently, it is easy to see that P Q2 qk 0 and P Q2 yk 0 by Proposi-pr q pr q
 .tion 2.3. That is, Q s Q t, x belongs to the set G . It is clear that2 2 pr q
5 5 rQ y Q - e . This implies our claim about the density of the set G .C2 0 pr q
The proof is complete.
At this stage, we may conclude with the claim in Theorem 1.1, that is,
` 2 .THEOREM 1.1. There is a residual set G ; C T such that for any
 .  .Q s Q t, x g G, there exists a dense set V s V Q of irrational numbers in
 .R such that the the corresponding system 1.2 possesses an in¨ariant cantorus
 .with rotation number 1, v for e¨ery v g V.
 .Proof. Set G s F G for integers p and q with p, q s 1 andpr qp, q
q ) 0. Then, from Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 4.5, it follows that G is a
` 2 .  .residual set in C T . Moreover, for any potential Q s Q t, x g G, for
 . Qany integers p and q with p, q s 1 and q ) 0, since P k 0 as well aspr q
P Q k 0, there must exist some hq) 0 and hy) 0 such that for anypr q
 q.  y .irrational number v g prq, prq q h or v g prq y h , prq , there
does not exist any rotational invariant curve with rotation number v by
Proposition 2.2. Therefore, this implies our claim.
The proof is therefore complete.
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